Abstract-Taking the uncertainty of SWATH longitudinal motion control system into account, the parameter uncertainty model of SWATH was built, and the µ -synthesis controller was designed to improve the longitudinal motion performance of SWATH. Then Matlab was utilized to simulate the controlled as well as uncontrolled longitudinal performance of SWATH. According to the simulation result, under different sailing conditions, the longitudinal motion performance of SWATH is still excellent. Therefore, the parameter uncertainty mathematical model built in this paper as well as the designed µ -synthesis controller are effective and applicable to improve the longitudinal motion performance and the robust performance of SWATH, providing the theoretical basis for the research on SWATH with high performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
SWATH is a new ship with high-tech and high performance. It has the excellent seakeeping quality compared with the conventional mono-hull ship. However, it is easy for the longitudinal motion of SWATH to lose stability because of its little longitudinal restoring moment which results from the little waterplane. Currently, such problems are usually solved by installing the stabilizer fins. However, for improving the SWATH performance, it is still necessary to adopt some control methods for the more excellent longitudinal motion performance. [1] Since the real longitudinal motion control system of SWATH not only has the parameter uncertainty and unmodel uncertainty but also undergoes many uncertainty external disturbances such as sea waves, it is tough to describe the longitudinal motion control system of SWATH with an exact mathematical model. To solve this problem this paper adopts the robust control methods to design controller for the system. This paper is achieved with the following part. First, the parameter uncertainty model of the longitudinal motion control system of SWATH is built. Then, the µ -synthesis controller for it is designed. Finally, the longitudinal motion performance under different sea states and sailing conditions is simulated to validate the control effect. A , L i C α and i l ( 1, 2 i = denote the fore and aft fin respectively) indicate the projection area of the ith fins, the lift-curve slope and the longitudinal distance between the pressure centre of fin and the centre of gravity.
II. THE PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY MODEL OF LONGITUDINAL MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
The hydrodynamic derivatives can be got by test, numerical calculation or empiric formula in equation (1). This paper uses the strip theory to calculate the hydrodynamic derivatives. According to the analysis, many of the hydrodynamic derivatives vary with the ship load, the wave frequency 0 ω , the ship speed U , the encounter angle β , the hydrodynamic characteristic of fins and so on. Therefore, it is difficult to describe the longitudinal motion control system exactly with the mathematical model. Consequently, this paper builds the parameter uncertainty mathematical model by the following way [3] . (a) Ascertain the variable range of the ship speedU , the wave frequency 0 ω , the encounter angle β , the ship load, the lift-curve slope of fins; (b) Figure out the maximum perturbation bounds of the motion derivatives in equation (1) under different work conditions; (c) Build the parameter uncertainty model. According to the above analysis, there are many uncertainty parameters in system. So it is very difficult to consider all of the parameter uncertainty during the µ -synthesis. Because the perturbation parameters are more, the µ -synthesis is more conservative [4] . Therefore, the perturbation parameters which are not important to the control can be neglected. The basic principle is to make every parameter change independently, then, neglect the parameters which affect the low frequency gain little and reserve the others. According to the Bode Chart which changes with the independent variation of every parameter, 
Substitute equation(2) into equation (1), the parameter uncertainty model of the system is 
Where 0 E , 0 A and 0 B indicate the coefficient matrix of the nominal system; the other coefficient matrixes is 
III. THE µ -SYNTHESIS CONTROLLER DESIGN
When the influence of measurement noise is considered, the evaluation output function and measurement output function of the system is ( ) In order to design µ -synthesis controller, the uncertainty system should be represented as the linear fractional transformation [4] about p G , namely
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Where L , R , W and Z can be got by the maximum rank resolving 
IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
Take the SWATH-6A [5] as an example, this paper designs the µ -synthesis controller to ensure the longitudinal motion stability and satisfying motion performance under 18 knot sailing speed, degree 5 sea state and the significant value 1/ 3 2. According to fig.2 -5, the SWATH is the longitudinal motion stability and has the excel motion performance when the sailing states such as the speedU and the wave heading β change. Therefore, the parameter uncertainty model which this paper built is reasonable and the µ -synthesis controller designed based on this model not only ensures the longitudinal motion robust stability of SWATH but also makes the SWATH work with the excel robust performance. According to Fig.6-7 , the saturation rate of the fin angles is low. Therefore, the design is reasonable.
V .CONCLUSION
According to the simulation and analysis, the parameter uncertainty model of the longitudinal motion control system of SWATH which was built in this paper is reasonable and applicable. The µ -synthesis controller designed by this paper not only ensures the longitudinal motion robust stability of SWATH but also makes the SWATH sail with excellent robust motion performance when the sailing condition and marine environment change. However, the result is obtained by the theoretical calculation. Consequently, the result of this paper needs to be validated by further test.
